
KEPLER TRACK 
260 Series Maps:  Sheets C43 and D43                                                          NZ Grid GPS: Geodetic Datum 1949 
Topo50 Maps:      CD07 Manapouri & CD08 Te Anau         NZTM GPS: NZTM on WGS84 
How to get to START:   
• First thing is be on the South Island based in Te Anau for the start and 

finish of the Kepler track 
• Choices for the start are 

1. Boat trip across the lake from Te Anau to Brod Bay 
2. Shuttle bus from Te Anau to the Control Gates and walk to 

Brod Bay – this gives an extra 4km walking 
3. Walk all the way round the southern end of the lake to the 

Control Gates then along the lake shore to Brod Bay – giving 
close to an extra 10km walking.  However, most of this is on 
good lakeside path and no road walking is involved 

How to get back from the END: 
• If Rainbow Reach is the chosen end point then prior arrangements have 

to be made for pick-up; privately or via the Te Anau shuttle service 
• If the full circuit is to be made then there is about 6 to 7 km of footpath to 

walk from Rainbow Reach to the Control Gates plus the remaining 5 
kilometres back into Te Anau 

Access 

 
 
The tramp route as walked is the red line, plus yellow 
waypoint markers and access to the Control Gates 
start via the walking track from the DoC Centre in Te 
Anau as the blue line. 

Rough Description: Given good weather this is a fantastic, moderate 3 day 2 night tramp from Brod Bay to Rainbow Reach 
and using the boat trip across the lake for access with pick-up at Rainbow Reach. Day 1 is an easy 3 hours, mainly uphill 
walking on manicured track of just over 9km ascending some 800 metres to the Luxmore Hut.  Day 2 requires a fair length of 
time (over 6 hours) just to take in the scenery and cover the 15 kilometres including Mount Luxmore (1478m) and the shelter 
huts - Forest Burn and Hanging Valley – en-route.  There is a fair amount of exposed walking on pretty narrow ridges so good 
weather is a requirement and the final descent of 700 metres down to Iris Burn Hut is real toe and knee torture.  Once at Iris 
Burn the sand flies are tortuous!  Day 3 from Iris Burn to Rainbow Reach is a long one at almost 23km but there is very little 
“grunting” involved as the altitude ranges only between 500 and 200 metres and the walk can be done in between 6 and 7 
hours.  However, there are stream lines on this section that do get washed out and parts of the track can suffer from landslip 
debris or collapse completely and involve steep up-and-overs – but these minor problems are always brought to the trampers 
attention by the wardens in the Great Walk Huts. 

Map and Google with GPS data 

 

 
Luxmore Hut 
 

 

 

Hobbits on Mount Luxmore 
 

 



 

Day 1: Brod Bay to Luxmore Hut 
The trip across Lake Te Anau by speed boat takes only about 15 minutes and is worth every cent (especially as FMC members 
can get a discount). As can be seen on the map the GPS shows that the track has been realigned to a fair extent from the 
lakeshore and up through the bluffs. From the shore line (WP45 202masl) the track is very good and not too steep through the 
firstly mixed forest then, usually sun-filtered, beech.  For the first hour the path is not too steep and is a very easy walk and offers 
a good view of Te Anau after about 1:45 min (WP47 704masl).  A set of new stairs (WP48 777masl) is climbed just short of 2 hours 
to get on to the ledge path running E-W half way up the bluffs.  The final part of the bluff ascent is made 10 minutes later up yet 
another set of new stairs.  The new path heads basically west till it is joined by the old path from the left (WP49 821masl) and then 
the route heads north, still in beech forest. 
Map & Google plus data: Day 1 

 

 
Waypoints – NZ Grid 

 

NZTM 

 

  
 



Limestone cave 

 

At the bush-line (WP50 996masl) there is a notice “Hut 45 
min ahead” – this is generous as it takes less then 30 min.  
From this point the path for tomorrow can be seen snaking 
off uphill in the distance.  At just on 3 hours the path turns 
left (WP51 1048masl) and ahead can be seen the Luxmore 
Hut whilst there is a glorious view of Lake Te Anau to the 
right.  Minutes later the T-junction (WP52 1055masl) going off 
to the limestone caves is passed and the hut (WP53 

1058masl) is arrived at in about 3 hours walking.  
Luxmore Hut is a Great Walks Hut, is large with 55 beds 
and offers good accommodation and views out over Lake 
Te Anau. 

 
View from Luxmore 

 
Whilst at the Luxmore Hut it is 
well worth while taking a stroll 
up to have a look in the 
limestone caves.  This involves 
about 5 -10 minutes uphill from 
the above mentioned T-junction 
(WP52) with the cave entrance 
being at WP54 1067masl.  
Exploring the cave is easy but 
good lights are required and the 
wary may go only a few metres 
but the bold can go quite a long 
way in. 
Access ladder into cave 

 

Day 2: Luxmore Hut to Iris Burn Hut 
On leaving Luxmore there is an immediate uphill grunt on a zig zagging path that is currently 
being upgraded by DOC but the views to the right and ahead to Mount Luxmore offer enough 
distraction to find progress easy.  The path becomes undulating after 25 minutes (WP55 

1168masl) then there is a section of boardwalk (WP56 1184) bypassing a small pond and just 
before the ascent up on to the ridge below Mount Luxmore starts and a fragile area with land 
slip debris is crossed.. 
About 1:15 minutes from the hut the ridge crest is reached and a T-junction (WP57 1394masl) 
arrived at – drop the pack here and take the short 15 minute diversion to the trig point on top 
of Mount Luxmore (WP58 1478masl) . 
Back on the main track the route continues westwards without too many serious grunts 
though there is hard work involved in reaching the next feature which is Forest Burn shelter 
(WP59 1246masl).  It takes about 2:30 minutes to reach this first shelter where a rest is in order 
– however, local DOC advice is not to drink any water that might be found at this or the next 
shelter.  As can be seen in the walk profile below there is actually quite a lot of ascending 
and descending between km4 (Mount Luxmore) and km10 (end of the ridge before the 
tortuous descent to Iris Burn. 
Magnificent views are now the order of the day so take care not to step off the path whilst 
looking around, the track does get quite narrow as it works along some of the ridges ahead.  
One good view point  (WP60 1244masl) is roughly  20 minutes beyond the Forest Burn shelter 
then 20 minutes or so after that there is a hard right (WP61 1382masl) turn (well marked with a 
pole) on to a narrow ridge after a pretty long grunt uphill and where direction changes from 
SW to NW.  The track then more or less follows the contour, slowly going uphill until it sidles 
off downhill to the left at a very indistinct Y-junction (WP62 1369masl).  The right branch may 
well offer some views.  The rolling to hilly track continues and after yet another uphill grunt to 
get onto a ridge the reward is to see then reach the Hanging Valley Shelter (WP63 1361masl) 
in somewhere about 4 hours. 

 

As with the Forest Burn Shelter there is a modern DOC toilet perched 
precariously on the edge of the ridge and, again, there is a warning about 
holding the door securely whilst entering and leaving in windy conditions.  
Immediate thoughts are that if a big gust blew perhaps one would fly off 
holding on to the door! Anyway, the picnic table outside the shelter makes a 
perfect place for lunch since the views are stunning.  Basically the 
descending starts now and it should be noted that the track becomes less 
well manicured for the next few kilometres. 
Roughly 30 minutes south below the Hanging Valley Shelter the first set of 
steps (WP64 1301masl) of the staircases is found – there are 6 sets with 300 
odd steps.  The staircases have been installed because this is a very fragile 
area on a very narrow ridge and there are sheer drops where landslips have 
occurred.  Right at the end of the ridge, once the steps are behind you, 
there is a notice to the right stating “Hut 1:30 minutes”.  A small diversion 
straight ahead at this T-junction (WP65 1158masl) leads to a small viewpoint 
to see where the route goes next day. 

 
Magnificent views  North of the track 

 
Photograph by Peter Drew 

Before turning right and starting to descend the, steep zig-zagging, wide path downhill turn round and look back up the ridge just 
descended.  All the steps can be seen as well as the Hanging Valley Shelter on the horizon. About 40 minutes of toe and knee 
torture now commences till the slope eases at the river edge (WP66 765masl) below.  The track from the river edge is a superb 
woodland track and soon there is a bridge then a “falling rock zone” to pass through.  The section ahead comprises a shelf- like 
track with one very badly eroded stream (WP67 717masl) line to cross plus several bridges over gullies; then it is steeply downhill 
yet again. 
At about 6 hours walking the going is more or less level (WP69 478masl) after having descended 97 zig zags and the Iris Burn Hut 
(WP69 477masl) comes into view.   The hut with 50 bunks, 10 million-odd sand flies, good kitchen and social areas plus a few 



bunk rooms is reached in a bit under 6 hours and 30 minutes.  There is a short walk from the Iris Burn Hut to a local waterfall and 
pond where is it said one can swim but previous experience with the kamikaze sand flies makes this a less than pleasant 
experience.  Also, there is a Kiwi regeneration programme around this hut but none were seen or heard. 
Map & Google plus data: Day 2 
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Superb background from Hanging Valley Shelter  

 

Start of  900 odd Steps 

 



 

Final descent with all the steps visible and Hanging Valley Shelter at the top 

 
Day 3: Iris Burn Hut to Rainbow Reach 
This is a long day and was not looked-forward to as it was suspected it would be a bit of a route march just getting through the 22 
odd kilometres all the way to Rainbow Reach, however it is actually quite an interesting and pleasant walk. The day starts in super 
forest with very active bird life and there is a new wooden bridge(WP70 415masl) after about 25 minutes walking then it opens up 
and the track passes into the “big slip” – devastated by a major landslip in January 1984, the area now has fairly good, low mixed 
regrowth.  It takes about 20 minutes to pass through the slip area, pass into some meadow then back into the trees (WP71 
394masl).  Over another bridge (WP72 368masl) after a lovely path paralleling the river where there are many side streams to cross – 
bridges were washed out in this area in 2002 and 2008 (WPs 74 and 75).  The bridge at WP73 was stable but the debris in the 
river and under the bridge demonstrated how wild it had been – there was a Kea fly-by just before this bridge but the birds never 
approached the party. 
At around 2 hours walking the going was wet, muddy and boulder strewn (WP76 

315masl) and this then led into a major washout deposit (WP77 304masl) which had to 
be crossed, however this was well poled so the route could be followed but it was 
tricky. Thirty minutes beyond this there is a clearing with a DOC work hut and toilet 
in a large clearing – Rocky Point (WP79 294masl).  The going is easy with little hard 
work until the site of yet another of natures events (WP80 274masl) is encountered – 
this time the path has collapsed due to a land-slip on a bluff.   A rough, steep, 
slippery, rocky route has been established up-and-over round the hazard to get back 
on to the original path (WP81 277masl). 
By the time 3:30 minutes have been walked there is a lovely fern filled glade (WP82 

233masl)  and minutes later there are some meadows close to the Iris Burn – which is 
quite wide at this point – then after surmounting a slight rise Lake Manapouri can be 
seen.  There is then a bit of a never ending drag along the edge of the lake to 
eventually reach the Moturau Hut (WP85 204masl) where lunch can be taken.  This 
Great Walks Hut has 40 bunks though not used on this occasion and it had taken 
4:30 minutes walking from Iris Burn. 

 
Wild stream but bridge OK 

 

The washout area 

 

Lunch was quite interesting here as a large 
group of school children had been walked in 
for the day and they were roaming the forest 
building huts or shelters and really enjoying 
the outdoors. 
About 1 km after lunch there is a Y-junction 
(WP86 206masl) with the right branch going to 
Swallow Bay and the main path goes left or 
straight.  Interestingly enough times to 
Rainbow Reach are shown as the same from 
this junction as from the Moturau Hut. 

Moturau Hut 

 

 



Map & Google plus data: Day 3 
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NZTM 

 
  
A large wetland area now has to be crossed and there is a good viewpoint on the boardwalk in the middle of this bog (WP87 

223masl) as shown opposite.  Some slight confusion can now arise as 5 minutes later the signing is not clear and many people go 
straight ahead at the next junction (WP88 226masl)  - going straight is to a bog viewpoint and the main path goes right!  The path is 
good with not too many slopes to get up and soon there is the swing bridge (WP89 206masl) over the Forest Burn, this is the stream 
that lay below and to the south of the Forest Burn Shelter on Day 2. 
The path remains good to manicured as it passes close to the edge of the badly eroded, collapsing river bank before allowing 
some more slight confusion as there is a junction with no signs and neither track looks bigger or more used than the other.  Never 
fear, all tracks rejoin but to avoid confusion choose the right branch and stay close to the river.  There is finally a downhill section 
leading to the large swing bridge (WP91 204masl) over the Waiau River to the Rainbow Reach car park (WP92 210masl), this point 
being reached in just under 6 hours 30 minutes. 
The Bog 

 
Notes: 

• GPS = Garmin GPSmap 60CSx on UGeodetic datum 1949U  
• WP = Waypoint as taken by GPS unit 
• masl = metres above sea level as recorded by GPS unit  

 


